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QCD and string theoryQCD and string theory

•• At short distances,At short distances,
must smaller than 1must smaller than 1
fermifermi, the quark-, the quark-
antiquarkantiquark potential is potential is
CoulombicCoulombic, due to the, due to the
Asymptotic Freedom.Asymptotic Freedom.

•• At large distances theAt large distances the
potential should bepotential should be
linear (Wilson) due tolinear (Wilson) due to
formation of confiningformation of confining
flux tubes.flux tubes.



Flux Tubes in QCDFlux Tubes in QCD
•• These objects mayThese objects may

be approximatelybe approximately
described by thedescribed by the
NambuNambu strings strings

     (animation from lattice work by D.     (animation from lattice work by D.
LeinweberLeinweber et al, Univ. of et al, Univ. of
Adelaide)Adelaide)

•• The tubes are widelyThe tubes are widely
used, for example, inused, for example, in
jet jet hadronizationhadronization
algorithms (the Lundalgorithms (the Lund
String Model) whereString Model) where
they snap throughthey snap through
quark-quark-antiquarkantiquark
creation.creation.



Large N Gauge TheoriesLarge N Gauge Theories
•• Connection of gauge theory with stringConnection of gauge theory with string

theory is strengthened in `t theory is strengthened in `t HooftHooft’’ss
generalization from 3 colors (SU(3) gaugegeneralization from 3 colors (SU(3) gauge
group) to N colors (SU(N) gauge group).group) to N colors (SU(N) gauge group).

•• Make N large, while keeping the `t Make N large, while keeping the `t HooftHooft
coupling                     fixed.coupling                     fixed.

•• The probability of snapping a flux tube byThe probability of snapping a flux tube by
quark-quark-antiquarkantiquark creation (meson decay) is creation (meson decay) is
1/N. The string coupling is 1/N.1/N. The string coupling is 1/N.



Breaking the IceBreaking the Ice
•• DirichletDirichlet  branesbranes ( (PolchinskiPolchinski) led string theory back to) led string theory back to

gauge theory in the mid-90gauge theory in the mid-90’’s.s.

•• A stack of N A stack of N DirichletDirichlet 3-branes realizes  3-branes realizes NN=4=4
supersymmetricsupersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory in 4 dimensions. SU(N) gauge theory in 4 dimensions.
It also creates a  curved background of 10-d theoryIt also creates a  curved background of 10-d theory
of closed superstringsof closed superstrings (artwork by  (artwork by E.ImeroniE.Imeroni))

    which for small r approaches    which for small r approaches

•• Successful matching of graviton absorption by D3-Successful matching of graviton absorption by D3-
branes, related to 2-point function of stress-energybranes, related to 2-point function of stress-energy
tensor in the SYM theory, with a gravity calculation intensor in the SYM theory, with a gravity calculation in
the 3-brane metric  (IK; the 3-brane metric  (IK; GubserGubser, IK, , IK, TseytlinTseytlin) was a) was a
precursor of the precursor of the AdSAdS/CFT correspondence./CFT correspondence.



The The AdSAdS/CFT duality/CFT duality
MaldacenaMaldacena; ; GubserGubser, IK, , IK, PolyakovPolyakov; ; WittenWitten

•• Relates conformal gauge theory in 4 dimensionsRelates conformal gauge theory in 4 dimensions
to string theory on 5-d Anti-de Sitter space timesto string theory on 5-d Anti-de Sitter space times
a 5-d compact space. For the a 5-d compact space. For the NN=4 SYM theory=4 SYM theory

this compact space is a 5-d sphere.this compact space is a 5-d sphere.

•• The SO(2,4) geometrical symmetry of the AdSThe SO(2,4) geometrical symmetry of the AdS55

space realizes the conformal symmetry of thespace realizes the conformal symmetry of the
gauge theory.gauge theory.

•• The d-dimensional The d-dimensional AdSAdS space is a hyperboloid space is a hyperboloid

•• Its metric isIts metric is



•• When a gauge theory is strongly coupled, theWhen a gauge theory is strongly coupled, the
radius of curvature of the dual AdSradius of curvature of the dual AdS55 and of the and of the
5-d compact space becomes large:5-d compact space becomes large:

•• String theory in such a weakly curvedString theory in such a weakly curved
background can be studied in the effectivebackground can be studied in the effective
(super)-gravity approximation, which allows for(super)-gravity approximation, which allows for
a host of explicit calculations. Corrections to ita host of explicit calculations. Corrections to it
proceed in powers ofproceed in powers of

•• Feynman graphs instead develop a weakFeynman graphs instead develop a weak
coupling expansion in powers of coupling expansion in powers of !.!. At weak At weak

coupling the dual string theory becomes difficult.coupling the dual string theory becomes difficult.



•• Gauge invariant operators in the CFTGauge invariant operators in the CFT44 are in are in
one-to-one correspondence with fields (orone-to-one correspondence with fields (or
extended objects) in AdSextended objects) in AdS55

•• Operator dimension is determined by the massOperator dimension is determined by the mass
of the dual field; e.g. for scalar operatorsof the dual field; e.g. for scalar operators

•• Correlation functions are calculated from theCorrelation functions are calculated from the
dependence of string theory path integral ondependence of string theory path integral on
boundary conditions boundary conditions ""00 in AdS in AdS55, imposed near, imposed near

z=0:z=0:

•• In the large N limit the path integral is foundIn the large N limit the path integral is found
from the classical string action:from the classical string action:



Spinning Strings vs. Long OperatorsSpinning Strings vs. Long Operators

•• Vibrating closed strings with largeVibrating closed strings with large
angular momentum on the 5-sphereangular momentum on the 5-sphere
are dual to SYM operators with largeare dual to SYM operators with large
R-charge. R-charge. BerensteinBerenstein, , MaldacenaMaldacena, , NastaseNastase

•• Generally, semi-classical spinningGenerally, semi-classical spinning
strings are dual to long operators,strings are dual to long operators,
e.g. the dual of a high spin operatore.g. the dual of a high spin operator

   is a folded string spinning around   is a folded string spinning around
the center of AdSthe center of AdS55. . GubserGubser, IK, , IK, PolyakovPolyakov



•• The anomalous dimension of such a high spinThe anomalous dimension of such a high spin
twist-2 operator istwist-2 operator is

•• AdSAdS/CFT predicts that at strong coupling/CFT predicts that at strong coupling

•• A 3-loop A 3-loop perturbativeperturbative  NN=4 SYM calculation=4 SYM calculation
gives gives KotikovKotikov, , LipatovLipatov, , OnishchenkoOnishchenko, , VelizhaninVelizhanin; Bern, Dixon, Smirnov; Bern, Dixon, Smirnov

•• An An approximateapproximate extrapolation formula works extrapolation formula works
with about 10% accuracy:with about 10% accuracy:

•• Calculation of Calculation of f(f(!!) was recently addressed using) was recently addressed using
integrabilityintegrability by Eden,  by Eden, StaudacherStaudacher; ; BelitskyBelitsky et al et al



Exact Exact IntegrabilityIntegrability
•• PerturbativePerturbative calculations of anomalous dimensions are calculations of anomalous dimensions are

    mapped to     mapped to integrableintegrable spin chains, suggesting exact spin chains, suggesting exact

        integrabilityintegrability of the  of the NN=4 SYM theory. =4 SYM theory. MinahanMinahan, , ZaremboZarembo;;

BeisertBeisert, , StaudacherStaudacher

•• For example, for the SU(2) sector operatorsFor example, for the SU(2) sector operators

        TrTr (ZZZWZW (ZZZWZW……ZW)ZW) , where Z and W are two complex , where Z and W are two complex
scalars, the Heisenberg spin chain emerges at 1 loop.scalars, the Heisenberg spin chain emerges at 1 loop.
Higher loops correct the Hamiltonian but seem toHigher loops correct the Hamiltonian but seem to
preserve its preserve its integrabilityintegrability..

•• This meshes nicely with earlier findings of This meshes nicely with earlier findings of integrabilityintegrability in in
certain certain subsectorssubsectors of QCD.   of QCD.  LipatovLipatov; ; FaddeevFaddeev, , KorchemskyKorchemsky

•• The dual string theory approach indicates that in theThe dual string theory approach indicates that in the
SYM theory the exact SYM theory the exact integrabilityintegrability is present at very is present at very
strong coupling strong coupling ((BenaBena, , PolchinskiPolchinski, , RoibanRoiban).). Hence it is likely to Hence it is likely to
exist for all values of the coupling.exist for all values of the coupling.



Folded Strings on SFolded Strings on S55 and  and MagnonsMagnons
•• Folded string spinning around the northFolded string spinning around the north

pole has, for large R-charge J:pole has, for large R-charge J:
GubserGubser, IK, , IK, PolyakovPolyakov

•• Recently this string was identified byRecently this string was identified by
HofmanHofman and  and MaldacenaMaldacena with a 2-magnon with a 2-magnon
operator                 where each operator                 where each magnonmagnon
carries p=carries p=# .              # .              The exact energy of aThe exact energy of a
free free magnonmagnon                  is BPS protected                  is BPS protected

                                                                                            BeisertBeisert

•• Its dual is an open string spinning on SIts dual is an open string spinning on S55 : :
•• Hence the 2-magnon operator dimensionHence the 2-magnon operator dimension

isis

   in    in exactexact agreement with the folded string agreement with the folded string
result for large result for large !.!.



        Quark Anti-Quark PotentialQuark Anti-Quark Potential

•• The z-direction is dual to theThe z-direction is dual to the
energy scale of the gaugeenergy scale of the gauge
theory: small z is the UV; large ztheory: small z is the UV; large z
is the IR.is the IR.

•• In a pleasant surprise, becauseIn a pleasant surprise, because
of the 5-th dimension z, theof the 5-th dimension z, the
string picture applies even tostring picture applies even to
theories that are conformal (nottheories that are conformal (not
confining!). The quark and anti-confining!). The quark and anti-
quark are placed at thequark are placed at the
boundary of Anti-de Sitter spaceboundary of Anti-de Sitter space
(z=0), but the string connecting(z=0), but the string connecting
them bends into the interiorthem bends into the interior
(z>0). Due to the scaling(z>0). Due to the scaling
symmetry of the symmetry of the AdSAdS space, this space, this
gives Coulomb potential gives Coulomb potential ((MaldacenaMaldacena;;
ReyRey, Yee), Yee)



    Excitations of the     Excitations of the GluonicGluonic String String
                CallanCallan, , GuijosaGuijosa; Brower, Tan, Thorn; IK, ; Brower, Tan, Thorn; IK, MaldacenaMaldacena, Thorn, Thorn

•• The spectrum of small oscillations of theThe spectrum of small oscillations of the
string with string with DirichletDirichlet boundary conditions boundary conditions
at z=0 is known:at z=0 is known:

•• By conformal invariance, all energies scaleBy conformal invariance, all energies scale
as 1/L. Their spectrum is known, and theyas 1/L. Their spectrum is known, and they
correspond to correspond to gluonicgluonic excitations at strong excitations at strong
`t `t HooftHooft coupling. coupling.

•• But at weak coupling there are no suchBut at weak coupling there are no such
excitations: only the ground state ofexcitations: only the ground state of
energy         whereenergy         where



•• A simplified model where onlyA simplified model where only
ladder graphs are summedladder graphs are summed
indicates that the couplingindicates that the coupling
where an infinite number ofwhere an infinite number of
excitations appear isexcitations appear is

•• Their appearance is related toTheir appearance is related to
the fall-to-the center instabilitythe fall-to-the center instability
in the bound state equationin the bound state equation

•• The near-threshold boundThe near-threshold bound
states are in exact agreementstates are in exact agreement
with the spectrum of a highlywith the spectrum of a highly
excited string containing aexcited string containing a
single very long fold:single very long fold:



Is such a `fall to the centerIs such a `fall to the center’’
transition possible in QCD?transition possible in QCD?

•• Apparently not, since theApparently not, since the
asymptotic freedom makesasymptotic freedom makes
the coupling weak when thethe coupling weak when the
ends of the string approachends of the string approach
each other.each other.

•• A recent lattice calculation ofA recent lattice calculation of
the string excitation spectrumthe string excitation spectrum
shows this explicitly. Only oneshows this explicitly. Only one
level exists with energy muchlevel exists with energy much
lower than others at shortlower than others at short
separation. separation. JugeJuge, , KutiKuti, Morningstar, Morningstar



Why are the flux tube excitationsWhy are the flux tube excitations
stable in a CFT ?stable in a CFT ?

•• For a combination of energetic and largeFor a combination of energetic and large
N reasons!N reasons!

•• After a gluon is emitted the resulting stateAfter a gluon is emitted the resulting state
would be in a color would be in a color adjointadjoint, and would, and would
have positive energy. Hence, energyhave positive energy. Hence, energy
conservation forbids one-gluon emissionconservation forbids one-gluon emission
from an excited bound state.from an excited bound state.

•• The energy conservation does not forbidThe energy conservation does not forbid
glueballglueball (closed string) emission. But it is (closed string) emission. But it is
suppressed at large N.suppressed at large N.



String Theoretic Approach toString Theoretic Approach to
ConfinementConfinement

•• It is possible to generalizeIt is possible to generalize
the the AdSAdS/CFT correspondence/CFT correspondence
in such a way that the quark-in such a way that the quark-
antiquarkantiquark potential is linear potential is linear
at large distance.at large distance.

•• A A ““cartooncartoon’’’’ of the necessary of the necessary
metric ismetric is

•• The space ends at aThe space ends at a
maximum value of z wheremaximum value of z where
the warp factor is finite.the warp factor is finite.
Then the confining stringThen the confining string
tension istension is



•• Several 10-dimensional backgrounds with theseSeveral 10-dimensional backgrounds with these
qualitative properties are known (the compactqualitative properties are known (the compact
space is actually space is actually ““mixedmixed’’’’ with the 5-d space). with the 5-d space).

•• WittenWitten (1998) constructed a background in the (1998) constructed a background in the
universality class of non-universality class of non-supersymmetricsupersymmetric pure glue pure glue
gauge theory. While there is no asymptoticgauge theory. While there is no asymptotic
freedom in the UV, hence no dimensionalfreedom in the UV, hence no dimensional
transmutation, the background serves as a simpletransmutation, the background serves as a simple
model of confinement.model of confinement.

•• Many infrared observables may be calculated fromMany infrared observables may be calculated from
this background using classical this background using classical supergravitysupergravity.  The.  The
lightest lightest glueballglueball masses are found from masses are found from
normalizablenormalizable fluctuations around the  fluctuations around the supergravitysupergravity
solution. Their spectrum is discrete, and resemblessolution. Their spectrum is discrete, and resembles
qualitatively the results of lattice simulations in thequalitatively the results of lattice simulations in the
pure glue theory.pure glue theory.



Confinement in SYM theoriesConfinement in SYM theories
•• Introduction of minimalIntroduction of minimal

supersymmetrysupersymmetry ( (NN=1) facilitates=1) facilitates
construction of gauge/string dualities.construction of gauge/string dualities.

•• A useful tool is to place D3-branesA useful tool is to place D3-branes
and wrapped D5-branes at the tip ofand wrapped D5-branes at the tip of
a 6-d cone, e.g. the a 6-d cone, e.g. the conifoldconifold..

•• The 10-d geometry dual to the gaugeThe 10-d geometry dual to the gauge
theory on these theory on these branesbranes is the warped is the warped
deformed deformed conifoldconifold  (IK, (IK, StrasslerStrassler))

••      is the metric of the deformed     is the metric of the deformed
conifoldconifold, a simple , a simple Calabi-YauCalabi-Yau space space

   defined by the following constraint on   defined by the following constraint on
4 complex variables:4 complex variables:



•• In the UV there is a logarithmic running of theIn the UV there is a logarithmic running of the
gauge couplings. Surprisingly, the 5-form flux,gauge couplings. Surprisingly, the 5-form flux,
dual to N, also changes logarithmically with thedual to N, also changes logarithmically with the
RG scale.     RG scale.     IK, IK, TseytlinTseytlin

•• What is the explanation in the dualWhat is the explanation in the dual
SU(kM)xSU((k-1)M) SYM theory coupled toSU(kM)xSU((k-1)M) SYM theory coupled to
bifundamentalbifundamental  chiralchiral  superfieldssuperfields A A11, A, A22, B, B11, B, B22 ? ?
A novel phenomenon, called a A novel phenomenon, called a duality cascadeduality cascade,,
takes place: k repeatedly changes by 1 as atakes place: k repeatedly changes by 1 as a
result of the result of the SeibergSeiberg duality   duality  IK, IK, StrasslerStrassler
(diagram of RG flows from a review by M. (diagram of RG flows from a review by M. StrasslerStrassler))



•• Dimensional transmutationDimensional transmutation in the IR. The in the IR. The
dynamically generated confinement scale isdynamically generated confinement scale is

•• The pattern of The pattern of R-symmetry breakingR-symmetry breaking is the same is the same
as in the SU(M) SYM theory: Zas in the SU(M) SYM theory: Z2M2M -> Z -> Z2.2.

•• In the IR the gauge theory cascades down toIn the IR the gauge theory cascades down to
SU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge groupSU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge group
effectively has effectively has NNff==NNcc..

•• The baryon and anti-baryon operators     The baryon and anti-baryon operators     SeibergSeiberg

   acquire expectation values and break the U(1)   acquire expectation values and break the U(1)
symmetry under which symmetry under which AAkk ->  -> eeiaia  AAkk; ; BBll ->  -> ee-ia-ia  BBll..
Hence, we observe confinement without a massHence, we observe confinement without a mass
gap: due to gap: due to U(1)U(1)baryonbaryon  chiralchiral symmetry breaking symmetry breaking
there exist a Goldstone boson and its there exist a Goldstone boson and its masslessmassless
scalar scalar superpartnersuperpartner..



•• The KS solution is part of a The KS solution is part of a modulimoduli
space of confining SUGRA backgrounds,space of confining SUGRA backgrounds,
resolved warped deformed resolved warped deformed conifoldsconifolds..
GubserGubser, Herzog, IK; , Herzog, IK; ButtiButti, , GranaGrana, , MinasianMinasian, , PetriniPetrini, , ZaffaroniZaffaroni

•• This family of solutions is dual to theThis family of solutions is dual to the
`baryonic branch`baryonic branch’’ in the gauge theory: in the gauge theory:

•• Using the SUGRA solutions, variousUsing the SUGRA solutions, various
quantities have been calculated as aquantities have been calculated as a
function of the modulus U=function of the modulus U=lnln | |$$|.|.

•• Here is a plot of the string tension: aHere is a plot of the string tension: a
fundamentalfundamental string at the bottom of string at the bottom of
resolved warped deformed resolved warped deformed conifoldconifold is is
dual todual to an  an `emergent`emergent’’ chromo-electric chromo-electric
flux tube.      flux tube.      DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SeibergSeiberg



•• An interesting observable is theAn interesting observable is the
tension of a composite stringtension of a composite string
connecting q quarks with q anti-connecting q quarks with q anti-
quarks. In any SU(M) gaugequarks. In any SU(M) gauge

   theory it must be symmetric under   theory it must be symmetric under

   q -> M-q. This is achieved through   q -> M-q. This is achieved through

   a stringy effect: q strings blow up   a stringy effect: q strings blow up

   into a wrapped D3-brane.    into a wrapped D3-brane. Herzog, IKHerzog, IK

•• Dashed line refers to being far alongDashed line refers to being far along
the baryonic branch (near the MNthe baryonic branch (near the MN
limit) wherelimit) where

•• Solid line refers to the KSSolid line refers to the KS
backgroundbackground



•• All of this provides us with an All of this provides us with an exactexact
solutionsolution of a class of 4-d large N confining of a class of 4-d large N confining
supersymmetricsupersymmetric gauge theories. gauge theories.

•• This should be a good playground forThis should be a good playground for
testing various ideas.testing various ideas.

•• Some results on Some results on glueballglueball spectra are spectra are
already available, and further calculationsalready available, and further calculations
are ongoing. are ongoing. KrasnitzKrasnitz; ; CaceresCaceres, Hernandez, , Hernandez, ……

It will be interesting to look for asymptoticIt will be interesting to look for asymptotic
degeneraciesdegeneracies in the spectra similar to in the spectra similar to
those that are empirically observed inthose that are empirically observed in
hadronichadronic spectra. spectra.



Applications to D-Applications to D-branebrane Inflation Inflation
•• The Slow-Roll Inflationary UniverseThe Slow-Roll Inflationary Universe

((LindeLinde; Albrecht, Steinhardt); Albrecht, Steinhardt) is a very is a very
promising idea for generating thepromising idea for generating the
CMB anisotropy spectrum observedCMB anisotropy spectrum observed
by the WMAP.by the WMAP.

•• Finding models with very flatFinding models with very flat
potentials has proven to be difficult.potentials has proven to be difficult.
Recent string theory constructionsRecent string theory constructions
use moving D-use moving D-branesbranes.        .        DvaliDvali, , TyeTye

•• In the KKLT/KKLMMT model, theIn the KKLT/KKLMMT model, the
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold is is
embedded into a stringembedded into a string
compactificationcompactification. An anti-D3-brane is. An anti-D3-brane is
added at the bottom to break SUSYadded at the bottom to break SUSY
and generate a potential. A D3-braneand generate a potential. A D3-brane
rolls in the throat. Its radialrolls in the throat. Its radial
coordinate plays the role of ancoordinate plays the role of an
inflatoninflaton..

            KachruKachru, , KalloshKallosh, , LindeLinde, , MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister, , McAllister, TrivediTrivedi



New approach to D-New approach to D-branebrane inflation? inflation?

•• In a flux In a flux compactificationcompactification, the U(1), the U(1)b b  is gauged. Turn is gauged. Turn
on a on a FayetFayet-Iliopoulos parameter -Iliopoulos parameter % .% .

•• This makes the throat a This makes the throat a resolvedresolved warped deformed warped deformed
conifoldconifold. The probe D3-brane potential on this space. The probe D3-brane potential on this space
varies very slowly, so seems favorable for slow-rollvaries very slowly, so seems favorable for slow-roll
inflation. inflation. A. A. DymarskyDymarsky, IK, N. , IK, N. SeibergSeiberg

•• No anti-D3 No anti-D3 branebrane needed: in presence of the D3- needed: in presence of the D3-
brane, SUSY is broken by the D-term brane, SUSY is broken by the D-term %%. Related to the. Related to the
`D-term Inflation`D-term Inflation’’    BinetruyBinetruy, , DvaliDvali; ; HalyoHalyo

•• Effects of Effects of compactificationcompactification generically spoil the generically spoil the
flatness of the potential. Some `fine-tuningflatness of the potential. Some `fine-tuning’’ seems to seems to
be needed, as usual. This is currently underbe needed, as usual. This is currently under
investigation with D. Baumann, A. investigation with D. Baumann, A. DymarskyDymarsky, L., L.
McAllister, A. McAllister, A. MuruganMurugan and P. Steinhardt. and P. Steinhardt.



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Throughout its history, string theory has beenThroughout its history, string theory has been
intertwined with the theory of strong interactionsintertwined with the theory of strong interactions

•• The The AdSAdS/CFT correspondence makes this/CFT correspondence makes this
connection precise. It makes a multitude ofconnection precise. It makes a multitude of
dynamical statements about strongly coupleddynamical statements about strongly coupled
conformal (non-confining) gauge theories.conformal (non-confining) gauge theories.

•• Its extensions to confining theories provide aIts extensions to confining theories provide a
new geometrical view of such importantnew geometrical view of such important
phenomena as dimensional transmutation andphenomena as dimensional transmutation and
chiralchiral symmetry breaking. This allows for symmetry breaking. This allows for
calculations of calculations of glueballglueball and meson spectra and of and meson spectra and of
hadronhadron scattering in model theories. scattering in model theories.



•• This recent progress offers new tantalizingThis recent progress offers new tantalizing
hopes that an analytic approximation to QCDhopes that an analytic approximation to QCD
may be achieved along this route, at least for amay be achieved along this route, at least for a
large number of colors.large number of colors.

•• But there is much work to be done if this hope isBut there is much work to be done if this hope is
to become a reality. Understanding the stringto become a reality. Understanding the string
duals of weakly coupled gauge theories remainsduals of weakly coupled gauge theories remains
an important open problem. Phenomenologicalan important open problem. Phenomenological
AdSAdS/QCD approaches to it appear to give nice/QCD approaches to it appear to give nice
results.results.

•• Embedding gauge/string dualities into stringEmbedding gauge/string dualities into string
compactificationscompactifications offers new possibilities for offers new possibilities for
physics beyond the SM, and for modelingphysics beyond the SM, and for modeling
inflation and cosmic strings.inflation and cosmic strings.



Embedding inEmbedding in Flux  Flux CompactificationsCompactifications
•• A long warped throat embedded into aA long warped throat embedded into a

compactificationcompactification with NS-NS and R-R with NS-NS and R-R
fluxes leads to a small ratio betweenfluxes leads to a small ratio between
the IR scale at the bottom of the throatthe IR scale at the bottom of the throat
and the string scale.and the string scale.

      Randall, Randall, SundrumSundrum; ; VerlindeVerlinde; IK, ; IK, StrasslerStrassler; Giddings, ; Giddings, KachruKachru,,
PolchinskiPolchinski; KKLT; KKLMMT; KKLT; KKLMMT

•• In the dual cascading gauge theory theIn the dual cascading gauge theory the
IR scale is the confinement scale:IR scale is the confinement scale:
confinement stabilizes the hierarchyconfinement stabilizes the hierarchy
between the Planck scale and the SMbetween the Planck scale and the SM
or the inflationary scale.or the inflationary scale.

•• Cascading gauge theories dual toCascading gauge theories dual to
““standard model throatsstandard model throats”” may offer may offer
interesting possibilities for new physicsinteresting possibilities for new physics
beyond the standard model. beyond the standard model. CascalesCascales,,
Franco, Franco, HananyHanany, , SaadSaad, , UrangaUranga, , ……



A different suggestion for D-A different suggestion for D-branebrane
inflation inflation (A. (A. DymarskyDymarsky, IK, N. , IK, N. SeibergSeiberg))

•• In a flux In a flux compactificationcompactification, the, the
U(1)U(1)baryon baryon  is gauged. Turn on a is gauged. Turn on a
FayetFayet-Iliopoulos parameter -Iliopoulos parameter % .% .

•• This makes the throat a This makes the throat a resolvedresolved
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold..

•• The probe D3-brane potentialThe probe D3-brane potential
on this space is asymptoticallyon this space is asymptotically
flat, if we ignore effects offlat, if we ignore effects of
compactificationcompactification. The plots are. The plots are
for two different values of for two different values of U~U~%%..

•• No anti-D3 or D7-brane needed:No anti-D3 or D7-brane needed:
in presence of the D3-brane,in presence of the D3-brane,
SUSY is broken by the D-term SUSY is broken by the D-term %%..
Related to the `D-term InflationRelated to the `D-term Inflation’’
BinetruyBinetruy, , DvaliDvali; ; HalyoHalyo



•• Structure of energyStructure of energy
levels for the ladderlevels for the ladder
sum problem. At strongsum problem. At strong
coupling these levelscoupling these levels
agree with the semi-agree with the semi-
classical quantization ofclassical quantization of
a string with one longa string with one long
fold.fold.


